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1- 0325 Electricity    2540 Facilities  
        I understood the bulb/HVAC upgrades where done to reduce  
        this amount , why the same outlook ? 
 

The adjustment of the amount for electricity expenditures usually lags energy       
improvements by one to two years. The amount of actual savings is best 
determined when the expenses for a fiscal year are completed. The wait time in 
this case might be longer because the buildings operations have been disrupted 
the last two years. 

 
2-     0360 Charter Schools 
         $30,000 reduction in payout Is this an enrollment issue? 

Two factors combined result in a smaller distribution. The one is fewer students. 
The other is the amount per student. The Charter Schools Rate listed on the 
State School Fund Estimate determines the amount distributed for each student. 
This amount is multiplied by a percentage based on the contract between the 
Charter School and the District. The rate for 2020-2021 as of 05/01/2021 is 
$9,531. The rate for 2021-2022 listed on the 03/01/2021 estimate is $8,555. 

 
3-      0112 Classified salaries  2540 Facilities + $80,000 
          We are adding 1 FTE here. Why the 80K increase for 1 FTE ? 
  

The $80,000 increase includes an estimate of increases that current employees 
will be paid. 

 
4-        0121 Substitute Licensed  2211 SVC Direction + 40,000 
            Why is this fund so high ? As I understand this is a .5 FTE 
            position with a salary of $ 35,727. The funding is x 2. the salaried position ? 
 

These dollars are budgeted for teachers that participate in district activities during 
the school day. The work being done is directed by the Teaching and Learning 
Department. Please see page 4 of the Budget Message – Teaching and Learning 

 
 

 
5-        0213 PERS UAL 1250 SPED 
            61,000 increased contribution What changed here ? Eligibility related ? 
 



The combination of additional employees, which increases the pay subject to the 
rate and an increase in the rate results in this outcome.  The answer to the third 
question in Published Responses #1 explains the rate increase. 


